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In leading Nowait's client-facing organization from inception to acquisition, Evan has 
successfully navigated the nuances of a high-growth B2B SaaS company: finding a base client, 
hiring effectively, selling & implementing a mega-client, and transitioning through an acquisition. 

With a passion to build thriving communities, Evan sees a healthy economy & innovation as a 
foundation for human flourishing. That's entrepreneurship, to create the world how it ought to 
be. Therefore beyond his focus on B2B technology, Evan invests in local business, creating 
opportunities for tangible jobs & real income to impact the immediate community. 
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There is no such thing as an overnight success
To scale, you will have to let go of your pride and ego as a leader.
Not all founders can scale.
What gets your here won't necessarily get you there.
If you're good at creating a product, it doesn't mean you'd be good at raising money or selling the product. 
Be able to seperate who you are from your daily performance. 
Dont' be defined on whether or not a paticular sale goes through
You don't have to have the perfect product to sell it - Get into the field with your prospects and target market 
and learn from them. 
Change your mentality from selling to fixing a problem. Come alongside an industry as an advocate. 
At NoWait, every employee had to work at a restaurant. 
"Great entrepreneurs create the world the way it ought to be." -Sean Ammirati 
Seperate your desire to be your own boss from being an entrepreneur. Make sure your fire is more about 
creating the world it ought to be.
If money doesn't matter, then what will you do with your time? Why will you do what you do?  
Sharing your business idea with others is a brilliant thing to do. 
I think the greatest leaders are those who have constantly adapted 
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